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The Bellyflop team have been creating video for over 30 

years in various guises from starting as amateurs in 1988, 

then working in broadcast TV from 1996 and non-broadcast 

since 2004 Bellyflop was born as a business in 2008.  

Focussing on producing broadcast quality video content for 

businesses and organisations the team believe video should 

be achievable, affordable and accessible. 

With the surge in smartphone usage, improvements in 

digital technology and increased affordability of equipment 

video is now within easy reach of most. However, the need 

for high quality, effective and professional video content 

has not diminished. With more people consuming online 

video content the necessity to stand out from the crowd is 

now greater than ever. 

At Bellyflop we encourage everyone to embrace video and, 

when the need arises for professional video content then 

we would be delighted to discuss your needs and help you 

achieve your goals. 

In the meantime, We hope you find this information in this 

booklet useful. 

 

Best wishes, 

Mark Robinson 

mark@Bellyflop.tv 

www.Bellyflop.tv 

©BellyflopTV 



Why Testimonials? 

Since the Covid-19 pandemic those who may have been 
reluctant online shoppers previously are now enjoying the 
convenience of shopping online. 


Numbers of consumers buying local have increased with 
home delivery services available from milkmen to butchers. 
more people are realising the value of the resources on our 
doorstep.


Even local companies are utilising the internet to promote 
their offering so with more and more activity being driven 
online we have become more savvy at discerning what is 
worth us spending our hard earned cash on. 


One of the most popular and effective tools to help us 
decide are testimonials or reviews.  We are all familiar with 
them. Whether it was trip advisor to check on the hotel we 
were looking to book or product reviews on Amazon, 92% 
of us will look at reviews and testimonials before committing 
to a purchase.




Social Proof. 

Why testimonials though you may ask?  The reason lies in 
Social Proof. What is social proof though? It is the theory 
that people follow the the behaviours or actions of others. 
Psychologist Robert Cialdini, states that the theory of social 
proof means when a person does not know how to act in a 
certain situation, they will look to what other people are 
doing before they act.


The theory focuses around three principles: uncertainty, 
similarity, and expertise. In essence this means when we are 
in uncertain or unfamiliar situations (buying a new product, 
choosing a gift or looking to commit to something new) we 
look around for guidance and reassurance that our rationale 
is valid. We also look for similarities to influence our 
decisions, eg. people like me with my beliefs do this, 
successful businesses like mine do that or people in my 
situation take this action. Finally when faced with an alien 
situation we look for guidance from experts, the logic being 
that they are more knowledgeable and therefore make 
better decisions.


Surely that means that customers will believe what we say 
in our adverts and marketing though as we are the experts 
in the field? Thats a nice thought but unfortunately not 83% 
of buyers trust recommendations from online users over 
advertising so that makes client reviews and testimonials 
are even more valuable so a great addition to your sales 
process is the ability for potential customers to quickly and 
easily look at your reviews but, more importantly you need a 
quick and easy way to collect those reviews and share them 
with a wider audience. 







The Solution. 

When we consider social media we are now seeing a huge 
increase in video content and consumption of video content 
has skyrocketed, it is engaging and easy to consume and 
53% of people want to see more video content in the future 
versus just 23% who would like to see more emails. If we 
combine the demand for video with the demand for 
testimonials and, consider in the UK social media 
consumption has gone up by 40% since the onset of 
Coronavirus then surely video testimonials is a winning 
combination.


At Bellyflop we identified this shift some time ago. The 
global pandemic has accelerated change though so we 
have launched Bellyflop Video, a video testimonial service 
allowing you to generate socially distant, branded 
testimonial videos direct from your clients with no more 
technical ability than it takes to send an email. The short 
form content is perfect for use across social media 
channels, websites and in email campaigns, providing your 
clients and prospective customers the social proof they 
need to complete their purchase. If you’d like to learn more 
or see a demonstration then contact us. 




Statistics. 

The statistics provided below should give you a better 
understanding of the current trends in consumer attitudes 
which drive purchase decisions.


This will help with forming your marketing and social media 
strategies and should help with developing forthcoming 
advertising campaigns.


1. 85% of consumers are willing to leave reviews 

2. Reviews on higher-priced products can    

 increase their conversion rate by 380%. 

3. Cheaper products + User reviews = 190%   

 increase in conversion rates. 

4. 84% believe that reviews older than 3 months   

 aren’t relevant 

5.  68% of consumers question the authenticity of   

 reviews 

6. 54% of consumers want to see more video   

 content from a brand or business they support 

7. Consumers aged 18-34 spend 33% more time   

 reading reviews than the average person 

8. 85% of consumers trust online reviews as   

 much as personal recommendations 

   

9. Positive reviews make 73% of consumers trust   

 a local business more 
 

10. 15% of consumers don’t trust businesses  

 who don’t have reviews 



  

11. Reviews are the second most powerful ranking   

 factor for Google’s local pack 

12. 87% of marketing professionals use video as a   

 marketing tool 

13. 88% of video marketers are satisfied with the   

 ROI of their video marketing on social media 

14. Video marketers get 66% more qualified leads   

 per year 

15. 93% of marketers say they’ve landed a new   

 customer thanks to a video on social media 

16. 90% of consumers today prioritise authenticity 

 in brands 

17. 69% of jobseekers would turn down an offer   

 from a company with reputation problems. 

18. 84% of marketers believe that building trust   

 will be the primary focus for  marketing in the   

 future 

19. 86% of people would pay more for services   

 from a company with higher ratings and    

 reviews 



20. Only 6% of consumers don’t trust customer   

 reviews at all 

21. 90% of users need less than 10 reviews to   

 form an opinion about a business. 

22. Online product reviews about a product can   

 increase its conversion rate by more than   

 270%. 

23. 95% of travellers read reviews prior to    

 booking. 

  

24. 60% of consumers consult blog and social   

 media reviews on their mobile devices before   

 shopping. 

25. Reviews are the third most influential ranking   

 factor for Google’s local pack. 

26. Half of millennials “always” read online reviews 

 for businesses. 



27. 67% of consumers say reviews are “very  

 important” factor when choosing a solution 

 provider. 

28. The average review has gotten 65% shorter   

 since 2010 

29. 89% of consumers read reviews on their    

 smartphones. 

30. Female and male shoppers are equally likely to 

 post a product review. 

  

31. 60% of all shoppers post reviews on Amazon. 

32. 52% of 18-54-year-olds say they ‘always’ read   

 reviews 

33. 92% of consumers now read online reviews vs. 

 88% in 2014 

34. 40% of consumers form an opinion by reading   

 just one to three reviews vs. 29% in 2014 

35. 44% say a review must be written within one   

 month to be relevant.This highlights the    

 importance of recency in reviews. 

36. 68% say positive reviews make them trust a   

 local business more vs.72% in 2014 

37. 43% of consumers search a business by    

 reviews at least one time per month vs. 38%   

 in 2014 

38. 60% of consumers have searched a business   

 at least six times per year vs. 56% in 2014 



39. 88% of consumers form an opinion by reading   

 up to ten reviews vs. 84% in 2014.  

40. 88% trust reviews as much as personal    

 recommendations, vs. 83% in 2014 

41. 48% will visit a company’s website after    

 reading positive reviews 

42. 23% will visit the business premises directly   

 after reading positive reviews 

43. Only reviews from friends and family are    

 trusted more than online reviews.  

44. Reviews from experts and celebrity    

 endorsements are less trusted than online   

 reviews. 

45. Reviews of 50 or more, per product can mean   

 a 4.6% increase in conversion rate. 

46. 63% of customers are more likely to make a   

 purchase from a site which has user reviews. 

47. The average consumer spends 13m45s reading 

 reviews before making a decision 

48. 48% of consumers only pay attention to    

 reviews written within the past 2 weeks 

49. It is far less important for over 55s to see very   

 up-to-date reviews – though 76% still expect   

 these to be from the last 3 months. 

50. The purchase likelihood for a product with five   

 reviews is 270% greater than a product with   

 no reviews. 

 



Top Industries for Online Reviews. 

1. Restaurants 
2. Grocery stores 
3. Medical 
4. Clothing stores 
5. Hotels 
6. Entertainment 
7. Automotive 
8. Hair and Beauty 
9. Pet services 
10. Car dealerships 

Consumers’ Next Steps After Reading 

Positive Reviews. 

1. Visit the business’s website 
2. Search for more reviews 
3. Visit the business 
4. Continue searching for other 

businesses 
5. Contact the business 



Most important factors in reviews. 

1. How recent reviews are 
2. The business’s overall star rating 
3. How many reviews a business has 
4. How legitimate reviews appear to me 
5. The sentiment of the existing reviews 

Top ways to ask for a review. 

1. In person during the sale 
2. In an email 
3. Over the phone 
4. On a receipt 
5. In an SMS message 



About the Author. 

M a r k R o b i n s o n i s t h e 

O p e r a t i o n s D i r e c t o r a t 

Bellyflop. He has a diverse 

background in bus ine ss 

ranging from public sector to 

third sector and private sector 

which gives him a unique 

insight into business and more 

importantly the customers 

and clients that they service.  

As a digital immigrant thrust into a digital world he has a no 

nonsense, jargon free approach to digital media. With a 

plethora of digital skills under his belt including digital 

marketing ,content marketing, social selling, social media 

and of course a whole host of video knowledge and 

experience.  

Oozing the company values of affordable, achievable and 

accessible Mark is keen to ensure his clients get the 

maximum value for the minimum cost, even if that involves 

supporting a client to do it themselves.  

Whether you’re looking for social media training, support 

and management or video content from explainers, to 

advertisements or television pilots then he will be able to 

help you navigate your way to the outcome you want.  
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brought to you by: 

If you would like to discuss your video 

requirements further please get in touch. 

💻  studio@bellyflop.tv 

🤳  01282 222 620 

www.bellyflopvideo.co.uk 

www.bellyflop.tv
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